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ABSTRACT
The adage “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”
is widely used in healthcare settings and can be applied to the
work of institutional clinical ethics committees. The model of clinical ethics consultation, however, is inherently reactive: a crisis or
question emerges, and ethics experts are called to help. In an
effort to employ a proactive component to the model of clinical
ethics consultation (as well as to standardize our educational interventions), we developed ethics pocket cards. The purpose of
this article is to: (1) describe the rationale for using ethics pocket
cards, (2) provide examples of our cards, and (3) begin a dialogue
about the potential uses of ethics pocket cards. In doing so, we
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hope to explore how such portable, economical devices can advance the goals of ethics consultation as well as the educational
aims of ethics committees.
INTRODUCTION
Ethics committees have become ubiquitous in
U.S. hospitals. These committees help healthcare
providers deal with challenging ethical problems
and provide ethics education throughout their institutions.1
The range of ethics case consultations varies by
institution, but generally revolves around patients’
autonomy, decision-making capacity, and communication.2 In one large study, the five most common
reasons for requesting an ethics consultation were
(1) questions about patients’ decision-making capacity, (2) conflict among hospital staff, (3) concerns
about quality of life, (4) inquiries about futility/goals
of care, and (5) appeals regarding withholding or
withdrawing treatment.3 As with other studies,4 in
our own institution, ethics consultation requests
over the past 18 months reflect similar trends: in 42
percent of cases, the primary ethics issue concerned
respect for patients’ autonomy, and in 32 percent of
consultations, the primary concern was the goal of
care. These consultations often occur in the setting
of end-of-life care, and frequently involve conflict
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between careproviders and family members, or
amongst members of the treating team.
Because ethics involves helping to provide a
clearer understanding of the meaning and implications of various points of view and/or proposals for
action, it is natural that education emerges as a primary role for ethics committees in their service to
clinicians and other healthcare professionals. While
such education is often delivered proactively in
classrooms, small group settings, or “ethics rounds,”
the charged environment that often surrounds clinical ethics consultations can provide prime opportunities for direct experiential learning.
Like many teachers who find themselves responding to the same questions over and over, the
ethics consultation service at our institution has
developed tools to standardize the education it provides, including teaching files, a repository of articles, and, more recently, ethics pocket cards. Although other institutions use similar pocket cards,5
to our knowledge, no standards or best practice
guidelines exist for their content or format. The purpose of this article is to briefly describe our ethics
pocket cards and to begin a dialogue about how such
portable, economical devices can be used to advance
the goals of ethics consultation, as well as the educational aims of ethics committees more generally.
THE ROLE OF ETHICS POCKET CARDS
Algorithms and decision aids have been used
by health professionals for many years to promote
better clinical care. Long before practice guidelines
were issued by panels of experts and national committees, clinicians developed and shared personalized notecards—some so esteemed that they evolved
into publications such as The Washington Manual
of Medical Therapeutics or the Harriet Lane Handbook.6 Busy clinicians appreciate these personalized
notecards, or pocket cards, for their portability and
simplicity, and there is evidence that they are preferred over other educational modalities such as
handouts, seminars, workshops, or online tutorials.7
Because clinicians like pocket cards, they actually
use them,8 and pocket cards have been shown to
increase clinicians’ knowledge,9 as well as change
clinical behavior.10
Like other pocket cards, ethics pocket cards can
help busy clinicians sort through challenging cases.
At our institution, the main purpose of these cards
is to summarize core knowledge about clinical ethics for clinicians, and to present it in a systematic
and accessible manner. The cards can remind clinicians of what they already know, prompt them to
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think differently about areas in which they are uncertain, and promote dialogue and further investigation when necessary. We have thus far created ethics pocket cards addressing seven topics: advance
care planning, assessing decision-making capacity,
advance directives and surrogate decision making,
state law related to surrogate decision making, informed consent, medical futility, and an overview
of the clinical ethics consultation service. We distribute these cards at educational sessions, during
and after ethics consultations, at orientations, and
as quick reference tools to facilitate conversations.
The cards help members of the ethics committee
educate healthcare providers, and also help careproviders educate patients’ family members.
LIMITATIONS OF POCKET CARDS
Pocket cards are not a panacea, and it’s important to guard against over relying on such resources
or making them overly simplistic. We have been
careful to use ethics pocket cards as an adjunct to
comprehensive ethics education, as a ready resource
and reminder of the salient points that have been
discussed in other fora (formal ethics education,
clinical ethics consultations, et cetera), and that reflect general ethical consensus. An educational tool
need not be exhaustive to have utility, and our experience has been that ethics pocket cards can be a
useful resource when used appropriately.
We also acknowledge that despite our best efforts, no pocket card can be free of cultural context
or other sources of bias. For example, our Western
perspective on the primacy of respect for patients’
autonomy is reflected in a number of the cards. Further, the authors’ ideas about the best way to do clinical ethics are also built into the cards. But so long as
such assumptions remain open to question, and the
tools are not viewed as a comprehensive response,
they can serve a useful purpose for busy clinicians
who are seeking guidance about ethical issues.
SUCCESS OF ETHICS POCKET CARDS
Although we began distributing these pocket
cards only over the past year, they have become
popular with students, residents, nurses, attending
physicians, and others. We have received overwhelmingly positive feedback on the pocket cards
from clinical directors of medical units and surgical services, hospital administrators, and even
nonclinical entities such as the offices for medical
education and diversity. While we have not yet formally evaluated the impact of the ethics pocket
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Figure 1. Pocket card, “Advance Directives and Surrogate Decision-Making Algorithm,” front and back.

Figure 2. Pocket card, “Assessing Decision Making Capacity,” front and back.
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cards, their enthusiastic acceptance has prompted
us to share our experience, along with the pocket
cards themselves, with others who may wish to develop (and evaluate) similar interventions. In addition to providing the full text of our two most frequently used pocket cards (see figures 1 and 2), interested readers can go to the Penn State University
College of Medicine Department of Humanities
website (www.pennstatehershey.org/humanities) to
access .pdf files of all the pocket cards we have developed to date. In the future, we plan to examine
the effect of ethics pocket cards on clinicians’ knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors, as well as their influence on the frequency and nature of ethics consultations. In the meantime, we welcome feedback
on our tools, and invite others to contact us to either share their own ethics pocket cards or work with
us to develop a repository of such practical educational tools for clinical ethics consultations.
CONCLUSIONS
Ethics pocket cards are a useful way to efficiently
deliver basic ethics information to busy clinicians.
As clinical medicine becomes increasingly complex,
we need more, not less, tools for teaching ethics,
and more, not less, creative approaches to help those
who need assistance navigating the turbulent waters of modern medicine. Our experience with ethics pocket cards suggests that these cards can provide such support, and we encourage others to adapt
our tools or to develop their own resources for helping clinicians in need.
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